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In ice-infested w aters, the use of 
ECDIS as a stand-alone navigation sys­
tem would not provide sufficient infor­
mation for safe and efficient marine 
navigation. To overcome this problem, 
a number o f agencies, including the 
Canadian Ice Service (CIS), are produc­
ing and distributing regional ice charts, 
which provide comprehensive informa­
tion on the ice conditions. Unfortunate­
ly, however, although the ice charts are 
highly useful, they may not fulfil the 
requirements for safe and efficient 
marine navigation, even if they are 
used side-by-side with ECDIS. For 
example, a route may be identified as 
an ice-free or least hazardous through 
an ice chart, while it may not neces­
sarily be a suitable route for marine 
navigation due to, e.g., shallow water. 
This suggests that, in ice-infested
w aters, an integrated navigational 
chart system combining the ice infor­
mation and ECDIS is vital. Ideally, the 
integration process should be done 
automatically, to save on time and 
cost, and provide consistency in pro­
cessing multiple sets of sim ilar data. 
This paper proposes a model for auto­
matic integration of ice information into 
an Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC). 
A prototype implementation of the pro­
posed model is discussed. Technical 
issues associated with the integration 
process are addressed in detail.
Introduction
The Electronic Chart Display and Infor­
mation System (ECDIS) was introduced 
over a decade ago to provide mariners
Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed model
with the required information for efficient and safe 
marine navigation. ECDIS is a computerised navi­
gation system , consisting mainly of a computer 
processor and display, Electronic Navigational 
Chart data (a standardised database) and naviga­
tion sensors [Alexander 2000]. ECDIS is not only 
capable of displaying the navigation-related infor­
mation in real-time but also supporting other 
advanced functions, such as route planning, route 
monitoring and automatic alarms. Unfortunately, 
ECDIS, in its current phase, cannot be used as a 
stand-alone navigation system  in ice -in fested 
waters as it lacks information about the ice condi­
tions. To overcome this lim itation, it is necessary 
that the ice information be integrated into ECDIS. 
The International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) 
has developed two special publications for elec­
tronic chart data classification, namely the IHO 
S-57 data standards [IHO 2000] and the IHO S-52 
specifications for chart contents and display [IHO
1998]. Unfortunately, such standards are lacking 
for ice information, representing a major challenge 
for the Ice/ECDIS integration. The Canadian Ice 
Service (CIS) proposed the Ice Object Catalogue, 
version 3.0 [CIS 2001], which is used by our 
model. Another challenge is that the ice informa­
tion is produced in a non S-57 com pliant form at. In 
our study, we used the CIS ice charts, which are 
distributed in ArcGIS Interchange format, though 
originally targeted for paper output.
The overall objective of our study is to develop a 
model that automates the integration of ice infor­
mation into an ENC, following the IHO S-57 stan­
dards. The integrated chart system was produced 
using the CARIS Hydrographic Object Manager 
(HOM). When ice information is imported into the 
CARIS environment, some editing and preprocess­
ing is necessary. This is done in order to regroup 
compatible data into various feature codes and lay­
ers, and before building topology. In this particular 
case where the original chart is targeted at paper 
output, editing is also necessary to remove the car­
tographic features that are specific for that pur­
pose. For the sake of efficiency and consistency, a 
script was written to automate the preprocessing. 
For cost-effectiveness, we need to elim inate the 
requirement to have multiple system s, ArcGIS and 
CARIS in our case, for processing the information. 
Therefore, a script that runs solely in the CARIS 
environment is desirable. Arranging the cha rt’s 
spatial features into relevant layers and configuring 
system files so that the process of form ing feature
objects is fully automated in CARIS HOM is part of 
the objective.
Proposed Model for Integration If Ice 
Information in ECDIS
An ideal model for integrating ice information into 
ECDIS is one that takes the ice information in its 
native form at (as a digital chart, with or without an 
attribute database) and autom atically converts it 
into the S-57 ice objects, and integrates it into the 
ENC database. The standard display is based on 
the IHO S-57 Transfer Standard for representing 
chart objects, and the S-52 Standard for present­
ing or displaying those objects in an ECDIS (see 
Figure 1). At present, there is no implementation of 
ice information integration that achieves this feat. 
The ice information that may come as a digital map 
(or paper chart converted to digital form), with pos­
sib ly an attribute database, is converted to ice 
objects that com ply with the S-57 Transfer Stan­
dard. The ice objects can then be displayed if 
standard sym bols and colours are defined for them 
in the S-52 Standard. The S-52 should be expand­
ed to include the sym bols and colours for display­
ing ice objects.
Implementing a model that is capable of automatic 
conversion of ice inform ation into ENC data, 
regardless of the GIS form at (platform) used for 
collecting and storing the original data, is very 
unlikely. This is because of the lack of a single 
standard for the various GIS platforms coupled 
with the fact that mariners may not use the same 
platforms and techniques. As such, implementa­
tion of the model may involve data conversion to 
the form at of the particular GIS employed locally in 
an ice service region. This is the approach used in 
the implementation of a prototype presented in the 
next session.
A Prototype Implementation for 
Integrating Ice Information in ECDIS
Implementation of the proposed model for inte­
grating ice information into ECDIS cannot be 
achieved by a unique solution. This is because of 
d ifferences in representation and display o f ice 
information in various regions of the world, for 
example, while the CIS uses the Egg Code method
Figure 2: A prototype implementation model in CARIS
[Lapointe 2001; CIS 1997], the German Ice Ser­
vice does not use the Egg Code, but uses the 
‘WMO Sea Ice Nomenclature' with fill patterns and 
additional sym bols [M oggert 2000], As such, 
implementation will have to take into account avail­
able technologies used in specific regions of the 
world. This paper presents an implementation 
based on the practice of the CIS. The reason for 
using th is approach is because mariners are 
already used to the representation and display of 
S-57 compliant Electronic Navigational Charts in 
ECDIS. Such ENCs have been used side by side 
with ice charts produced by CIS. The challenge is 
to integrate the ice information into the same sys­
tem that is based on S-57 and S-52 specifications. 
The prototype implementation model is shown in 
Figure 2.
The issues involved include the development of an 
automated procedure for im porting an ArcGIS 
Interchange (E00) file, containing digital ice chart, 
into a CARIS GIS environment, editing and prepro­
cessing the ice chart to comply with the S-57 stan­
dard, forming S-57 compliant ice objects and inte­
grating the ice objects in an ENC. The groundwork 
for this project has been reported by Lapointe
[2001]; Diarbakerly et al. [2002], and in an inter­
nal Project Report [2002], The previous reports 
have stated some of the problems involved in 
importing ArcGIS Interchange data into CARIS GIS. 
These problems include the fact that the original
ice chart was produced to mimic paper output, 
therefore containing a lot of extraneous informa­
tion like labelling lines, displaced or repositioned 
symbols and names, with the imposition of some 
unnecessary sym bols and names suitable for 
paper output (see Figure 3a, with a magnified por­
tion in Figure 3b). These constitute extraneous 
information in a purely digital context and create 
difficulties in processing the imported data in the 
new GIS environment. Another problem is the loss 
of sem antics after data im port into CARIS, as 
ArcGIS and CARIS use differing nomenclature and 
layering of information in identifying and classifying 
various spatial features. According to the previous 
reports on this project, these problems were tack­
led by employing a ‘cleaning’ script in ArcGIS envi­
ronment to remove undesirable cartographic fea­
tu res, fo llow ed by manual editing in CARIS 
environment to rename and reclassify data. This 
process is slow, time-consuming, costly, inconsis­
tent over multiple data sets, and prone to errors 
and data loss.
Input Data
The input data comprise:
a. The E00 Interchange file containing the chart, 
which is based on the Clark 1866 Ellipsoid and 
the Lambert Conformai Conic Projection. Figure 
3a shows an imported chart in its original coor­
dinate system , while Figure 3b shows a portion 
of the chart with cartographic labeling.
Figure 3: imported ice chart from E00 file, in original form
b. A header file containing the appropriate datum 
information (this is needed for the ‘refoeOO’ 
Import command to run correctly). The "header 
file " is an empty map in CARIS DES format for 
the chart coverage area.
c. A database tem plate (tem p.mdb M icrosoft 
Access template in our case) created using the 
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) utility: this 
template is needed by the refoeOO Import utili­
ty in generating attributes database tables.
Some database tables are formed during the 
process of importing the E00 file into CARIS. 
These tables contain some attribute information 
not directly linked to the resultant DES CARIS file. 
However, some of these attributes can be used in
translation control files to categorise the imported 
data in CARIS. The tables include AAT - Arc 
Attribute table and PAT - Point Attribute table (Fig­
ure 4).
Import of EOO Interchange File and 
Processing in CARIS GIS
A script invoking a combination of command line 
CARIS commands and CARIS macros has been 
developed to perform both the im port of the EOO 
interchange file into CARIS and to carry out the 
editing and processing including building the net­
work and polygon topology. Where necessary, the 
commands use the appropriate input parameter 
and/or option files that have been pre-configured. 
At th is point of development, the script runs by typ-
Figure 4: Imported database tables
ing "Processfiles eOOfilelist.txt" on the command 
line. The ProcessFiles batch file contains a line of 
command that invokes another batch file, process- 
Commands, which contains a sequence of CARIS 
commands. The eOOFileList.txt file contains the 
name(s) of the E00 file(s) that is to be imported 
and processed in CARIS. The following sections 
describe the various segments of the import and 
transformation, editing and processing.
Import o f EOO File
The import (refoeOO command) uses a header file 
and a translation control file. The header file is nec­
essary because without it, the import routine 
encounters "Invalid Coordinate System " error and 
does not complete. The header file acts as a CARIS 
template that contains the correct datum for the 
imported chart data. A translation control file is
needed to map some of the features' spatial 
attributes to recognisable codes in CARIS. Without 
this control file, every line feature is given a unique 
feature code that is an integer number ranging 
from 1 to the maximum number of line features 
(e.g., 900) in the file. So also are the point fea­
tures and symbols. In this way, one cannot digital­
ly discriminate and categorise the data according 
to the features that have been mapped.
By scrutinising the ice chart in ArcGIS and check­
ing for correspondence of attributes in the import­
ed database tables (see Figure 4), some relation­
ships have been established. These relationships 
are not visible within CARIS, without the use of an 
appropriate control file. The AAT table (Figure 4) 
contains an attribute field called LINE_TYPE, which 
has values according to what features the lines
TABLE Field Value Description Remark
AAT Table (Lines): 
Line_Type
8 = boundary lines of the area containing data.
140 = Coastlines.
117 = Lines defining polygons for fast ice.
122 = Lines defining other ice polygons (not fast ice). 
133 and 150 are also lines defining some ice polygons.
302, 307, 312, 316 and 399 are lines representing 
the special symbol features.
E.g., 302 lines 
represent the Arrow 
(Direction).
102, 103, 106, 107 are lines used for labelling Egg 
Codes outside their polygons.
These lines will be 
removed.
PAT Table (Points): 
Pnt_Type
400 = Point symbol that references land polygons. Contains no Egg Code.
Note: These features 
are of the type SYMBOL 
in CARIS.
118, and 120 are points referencing ice polygons.
106 is used for some valid ice polygon reference points 
and some undesirable labelling points outside the 
polygons.
Contain Egg Codes.
The invalid 106 points 
are identified by their 
‘KEY’ having the 
value 3 or 31 in CARIS
119 and 124 are points that are used with labelling 
lines outside the polygons.
These will be 
removed.
100, 107, 112, and 115 are points referencing the 
special ice symbols.
represent. For example, Line_Type 8 has been 
used to represent coastlines in ArcGIS; Line_Type 
117 represents lines that bound the fast ice poly­
gons; Line„Type 122 represent lines that bound 
the polygons containing other ice polygons; and 
Line_Type 302 represents lines that map the direc­
tion of ice (indicated by an arrow in the chart). Sim ­
ilarly, the PAT table (Figure 4) contains a field called 
PNTJTYPE whose values represent the type of point 
features. For example, the reference points for 
land area polygons are of Pnt_Type 400, while the 
reference points for ice area polygons are of 
Pnt_Types 106, 118, and 120. A list of these rela­
tionships is given in Figure 5.
Using the transiation control file with our refoeOO 
command results in all features with the same 
Line_Type or Pnt_Type being given the same fea­
ture code in CARIS. For example, all coastline fea­
tures will have ‘140’ as the feature code, and all 
land area reference points will have the feature 
code of 400 after import. Afterwards, we use 
another command to change these feature codes 
to more semantic feature codes (e.g., COASTLINE, 
LANDPOINT, ICELINE) in CARIS.
Transformation o f the Im ported CARIS File 
The resulting CARIS DES file needs to be trans­
formed from the Lambert Conic projection and 
Clark 1886 Ellipsoid to the WGS84 (World Geodet­
ic System 1984), in order to meet the ENC pro­
duction specification. A segment of the script per­
forms the necessary editing of a copy of the CARIS 
file, and the subsequent transformation of CARIS 
file based on the edited copy as a header tem ­
plate. The editheader.txt file has been supplied as 
the parameter input file in th is project. The tem po­
rary copy of the DES file is removed at the end of 
the script.
Removal o f Undesirable Lines and Points 
The undesirable labelling lines and points are 
removed (cleaned out) from the ice chart. To 
achieve this, various visib ility parameter files have 
been pre-configured, and used successively with 
the makedisp CARIS command, followed by the 
remofeat command. The configured input parame­
ter files are:
i. viinerem ove.txt -  used to remove lines that are 
obviously labelling lines: Line_Types (Feature 
Codes) 102, 103, 106, 107 as indicated in 
Figure 5.
ii. vpointrem ove.txt -  used to remove obvious 
labelling points: Pnt_Types 119 and 124.
iii. vkeyrem ove.txt -  used to remove labelling 
points corresponding to when Pnt_Type is 106 
and Feature KEY is 3 or 31, as indicated in 
Figure 5.
iv. vnam eremove.txt -  used to remove undesirable 
name or text features like the annotations of 
Egg Names.
Changing the Feature Codes to Meaningful Codes 
in CARIS
This segment o f the script changes the feature 
codes from the integer values to more meaning 
naming convention in CARIS. For example, the ini­
tial feature code 8 becomes NEATLINE, feature 
code 140 becomes COASTLINE, and feature code 
117 becomes FASTICE. The fcodechange.txt file is 
given as input to the chanfeat CARIS command to 
achieve this.
Layering o f Features
Features are categorised and moved into differing 
layers (user numbers and themes):
(a) The COASTLINE, LANDPOINT and NEATLINE fea­
tures are moved to Layer 200, using the vis- 
coast.txt visibility input file on the renu CARIS 
command. This layer will later be used for cre­
ating the SKIN OF THE EARTH layer in CARIS 
HOM. The annopoin and makelabe commands 
are applied to this layer to convert the point 
symbols to polygon labels. CARIS uses the 
label points as display labels during the cre­
ation of polygon topology. This is necessary in 
order for the polygons to be automatically 
assigned the point KEYS. These keys are con­
tained in one of the fields of the PAT table 
(Figure 4) and will be used to uniquely identify 
the polygons in later development.
(b) The ice polygon lines and reference points are 
moved to Layer 201, using the visice.txt visibil­
ity input file. The annopoin and makelabe com­
mands are applied to this layer also, to convert 
the point symbols to polygon labels. This is nec­
essary in order for the polygons to be automat­
ically assigned the point KEYS. These keys are 
contained in one of the fields of the PAT table 
(Figure 4) and will be used to relate the Egg 
Codes to their respective ice polygons.
(c) Information regarding the special ice symbols 
is moved to Layer 300, using the vissym bol.txt 
visibility parameter.
(a) Imported Ice Chart (b) Magnified Portion A
Figure 6: Imported ice chart - undesirable cartographic data removed
(d) All other data, which have been unused, are 
removed by supplying the visunused.txt visibili­
ty input file to the remofeat command.
This results in a clean and relevant CARIS file for 
further processing (see Figure 6).
Creating the Neat Line and the M_COVER Layer 
This segment of the script duplicates the NEATLINE 
feature (the boundary lines of the data area) into the 
other layers (Layers 201, 300, and 400), and cre­
ates a bounding rectangle in Layer 400. Layer 400 
is created for the features that will be used for the 
Meta objects in CARIS HOM. This is achieved by sup­
plying the import parameter file cmd_dupli.txt to the 
wcared CARIS Editor command. The cmd_dupli.txt 
file contains a sequence of CARIS macro commands 
and the necessary responses to prompts.
The coordinates of the map extent are used to 
insert the bounding rectangle in Layer 400 for the 
Meta objects. These coordinates are extracted 
from Field 20 of the map header information, and 
cover an area equivalent to the actual extent of the 
map data with a 5% allowance (see Figure 7). The 
map header information is displayed by using the 
command disphead, while the dispcove command 
gives the actual extent of data. The default display 
shows the coordinates in System Units, but the 
output of disphead can be saved to a report file, 
which shows the Ground and Geographic Units as 
well. The coordinates of any of the points defining 
the actual extent can be used as the anchor point 
for copying and pasting the NEATLINE feature in
the various layers (using the LAYA and LAPA 
macros). Figure 8 shows the result after applying 
this step.
Building Network and Polygon Topology 
The next segment of the script employs the various 
commands leading to building the network topology 
for layers 400, 200, 201 and 300. After the first 
round of network topology, resulting in error mes­
sages for pseudo nodes, an attempt is made to 
remove pseudo nodes. Some are removed but oth­
ers are not for valid reasons (a pseudo node is not 
removed when the two lines form ing the node have 
different keys or feature codes or source identifi­
cation numbers, and this is not an error). A second 
round of network topology is imposed, with the 
error m essages suppressed. The next step builds 
the polygon topology for layers 400, 200 and 201. 
Polygon topology is not built for layer 300, which 
contains the special ice symbol lines and points.
Processing for S-57 Compliant Objects
The normal procedure for creating feature objects 
from CARIS spatial features is to use the CARIS HOM 
interface to interactively relate spatial features to 
object and attribute definitions in the object diction­
ary. This procedure requires extensive knowledge of 
CARIS HOM on the part of the user, and it is labour 
intensive and time consuming. The goal of this work 
is to provide a process for no or little user interven­
tion in forming the S-57 compliant objects. We have 
explored the use of the Auto Create function of CARIS 
HOM, which poses its own challenge. Its success 
depends on how well one is able to customize the 
lookup files on which the Auto Create function 
depends. The first step in this process is to relate our 
polygons in the current CARIS file with the data set 
contained in the imported table described in Section
4.1. This has been done as follows:
1. A Visual Basic program (ICECHART) has been writ­
ten to:
(a) Form a new database of the relevant spatial 
polygons from CARIS.
(b) Extract the 'Egg' attributes into the new poly­
gon table from the imported .eOO database (PAT 
table) for the ice polygons, by matching the poly­
gon keys in the new table with point number in the 
imported PAT table.
(c) Break down the Egg attribute values into indi-
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Figure 9: CARIS polygons showing feature attributes
Figure 10b: Features objects (Feature View) in CARIS HOM
vidual Egg-Code values, each as a new field in the 
new table. There are seventeen Egg-Code values: 
ct (for total concentration), ca, cb, cc, cd (for par­
tial concentrations), so, sa, sb,sc, sd, se (for 
stages of development, fa, fb, fc, fd, fe (for floe 
sizes) and cs (for the concentration of strips and 
patches). (See Figure 9 for the new table).
2. The lookup files in CARIS HOM have been modified 
and tested to generate the feature objects and 
assign attribute values automatically. The "Auto 
Create from Selection" function now works for all 
configured polygons. Ice object attributes (Egg 
Codes) are being assigned by the use of an attrib­
ute script (get_eggcode.bat that uses set_egg 
code.awk in %CARIS_HOME%\HOM\ Scripts direc­
tory). The resulting ice chart in CARIS HOM can be 
seen in Figure 10a, b.
Performance and Analysis
An empirical performance measure has been con­
ducted on the implementation of the prototype model 
in the CARIS environment. The first stage of the imple­
mentation involved the automation of the process of 
data import into the CARIS environment and the nec­
essary preprocessing to have clean topological chart 
data in the spatial domain. The second stage is to link 
the ice attributes (in the imported database) to the 
topological ice polygons by running a Visual Basic 
program, using CARIS HOM and pre-configured lookup 
files to automatically convert the ice polygons into 
feature objects, and export to S-57 format.
The development environment consists of a DELL 
Pentium 4 - 3.0 GHz Processor, 1.0 GB RAM, 80 GB 
Hard Disk -  running Windows 2000, CARIS GIS 4.4a, 
CARIS HOM ENC V3.2 and Visual Basic 6.0. The input 
data file is an E00 Interchange file of size 1.23 MB.
The script takes only about 20 seconds from the 
beginning to the end of producing a clean topologi­
cal chart, on the system used. The resulting chart 
has been checked in CARIS HOM and found to be 
topologically clean, and ready for forming S-57 
compliant objects. This is a significant improve­
ment, in term s of efficiency, consistency and cost- 
effectiveness, over previous efforts . In manual pro­
cessing and editing o f an imported E00 ice chart in 
CARIS GIS, it could take many hours or days to pro­
duce a clean topological chart for the size of file 
used in this experiment. It also requires great 
knowledge of CARIS on the side of the user, and is 
subject to inconsistencies and user errors.
The script uses pre-configured input files fed direct­
ly to CARIS commands or macros. Thus, the script 
entirely runs in the native CARIS environment; 
hence, it does not impose any additional perform­
ance overhead that would have been the case, if 
interacting with additional programs. The pre-con­
figured files eliminate the need for user interaction 
with the processing. It also elim inates the need for 
the user to be CARIS knowledgeable.
The only user action is in placing the name of the 
E00 interchange file (without the .eOO extension) in 
the eOOfilelist.txt input file. The other action is to 
insert the coordinates of the bounding rectangle 
and the anchor point (see Section 3.2.6) in the 
cmd_dupli.txt input file. Both of these actions are 
carried out before starting the script.
The second stage of the development, which auto­
mates the process of forming the feature objects 
and assigning attribute values in CARIS HOM, has
also been achieved. Feature objects have been 
successfully formed, and feature attributes auto­
matically assigned, from the CARIS polygons by 
running the "Auto Create from Selection" menu 
command in CARIS HOM. This way, there is a min­
imal user intervention in the feature object cre­
ation and attribute assignment process.
Conclusion
A model for the integration of ice information in an 
ENC has been proposed. The success of this 
model can only be determined by implementing it in 
a logical production environment. A prototype of 
the model has been implemented in a CARIS GIS 
environment, which is the logical platform widely 
used in Canada for the production of ENCs. The 
input data is based on ArcGIS Interchange format, 
which is used by the CIS for collecting and dis­
seminating ice information.
The implementation prototype was based on the 
proposed ice objects contained in the CIS [2001] 
report. Technical problem s associated with 
exchanging data between the two GIS platforms, 
one for making ice charts, and the other for mak­
ing ENCs, have been addressed. Automated pro­
cessing of ice information from the initial stage of 
data import to the stage of form ing S-57 compliant 
ice objects has been achieved. This saves time 
and cost, provides consistency and elim inates the 
need for the user to acquire great kills in GIS. User 
interaction with the CARIS HOM software in the 
conversion process has been minimised. This fur­
ther offers savings in time, and provides consis­
tency in processing multiple data sets.
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